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OF MICRONESIA

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is expected to
incur, on average, 8 million USD per year in losses due to
earthquakes and tropical cyclones. In the next 50 years, FSM
has a 50% chance of experiencing a loss exceeding 105
million USD and casualties larger than 220 people, and a
10% chance of experiencing a loss exceeding 470 million
USD and casualties larger than 600 people.

BETTER RISK INFORMATION FOR SMARTER INVESTMENTS
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I ICOUNTRY RISK PROFILE: FSM

POPULATION, BUILDINGS, INFRASTRUCTURE AND
CROPS EXPOSED TO NATURAL PERILS
An extensive study has been conducted to assemble a 138'E 140'E 142'E 144*r 146'E 148o 150'E 152'E 154'E 156o 158E 160'E 162'E 164'S

comprehensive inventory of population and properties at 6

risk. Properties include residential, commercial, public and y 0 P s 0hnet

industrial buildings; infrastructure assets such as major ports, .6

airports, power plants, bridges, and roads; and major crops, 6 Bildn
such as coconut, palm oil, taro, vanilla and many others. 6 Residential U Public 00 60

Z Commercial U Other

TABLE 1: U Iilo et r
Summary of Exposure in FSM (2010)

General Information:

Total Population: 112,000

GDP Per Capita (USD): 2,570

Total GDP (million USD): 287.4

Asset Counts:

Residential Buildings: 28,226

Public Buildings: 1,257

Commercial, Industrial, and Other Buildings: 2,505

All Buildings: 31,988

Hectares of Major Crops: 7,729

Cost of Replacing Assets (million USD):

Buildings: 1,729

Infrastructure: 313

Crops: 6

Total: 2,048

Government Revenue and Expenditure: Federated States of M icronesia
Total Government Revenue Figure 1 Building locations

(Million USD): 152.0(Million UD): 152.0138* E 140' E 142' E 144* E 146' E 148*S E150*S 152' E 154*'S 156'SE 158' E 160*'S 162'SE 164'

(% GDP): 52.9%

Total Government Expenditure Z * Yp npI
(Million USD): 157.6 0 h uk
(%Building Replacement(%____GDP): ______54.8%_______ cost Density (million USD km^2)

=0 -0.5L15 -10 50o-100 00 60,
1 Data assembled from various references including WB,ADB, IMF andThe Secretariat of the 05-1 10-25 100-200

Pacific Community (SPC). o i5- etrs
2 The projected 2010 population was trended from the 2006 census using estimated growth

rates provided by SPC. 01.53 6 02.55 10 Pohnpei

Table 1 summarizes population and the inventory of buildings,
infrastructure assets, and major crops (or "exposure") at risk
as well as key economic values for FSM. It is estimated that the
replacement value of all the assets in FSM is 2.0 billion USD,
of which about 84% represents buildings and 15% represents
infrastructure.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the building exposure location and Kosrae
replacement cost distribution, respectively. The footprints of 0 4 8 16 Weno Yap
about 17,000 of the approximately 32,000 buildings shown Kilometers
in Figure 1 were digitized from high-resolution satellite
imagery. More than 1,000 of such buildings, near the vicinity
of Colonia in Yap Island and Weno in the Chuuk Islands, were
also field surveyed and photographed by a team of inspectors 024 8

deployed for this purpose. Figure 3 displays the land cover/ Chuuk
land use map that includes the location of major crops. The Federated States of M icronesia
data utilized for these exhibits was assembled, organized
and, when unavailable, produced in this study. Figure 2 Building replacement cost density by each island
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I ICOUNTRY RISK PROFILE: FSM

I- E E 142 lZE 4'E 146- E 148-'E 150- E 152- E 154' E 156- E I- E6' E 600'64 1 E -aO E 142- E E4' 146- E1 1 E I - E 1 E 6 E 1 58 E SO 16G' E 162' E 164' E

Yap onpei ___ _ npe

0 30 6 ) 0 huk

Land Cover / Land Use

Clod/Fore,t Cultivated Land Open Land Foresnt Taro0

Coconut Crops Grass Land Unknown CropM Setlement Wate

Coconut Fores NotTree Sand Bay Rice

01.53 6 02.55 10 01.53 6 02.55 10 ei
KilometerKilometers

Kosrae Kosrae
0 4 8 16 Wen Yap

Kilometers Kilometers

0248 024 8

ChuukKKilometerChuuk aK7lometers Chuuk KLoetr

Federated States of Micronesia Federated States of Micronesia
Figure 3: Land cover/land use map. 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

TROPICAL CYCLONE AND EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS
IN FSM Maximum Wind Speed

Figure 4: Maximum 1-minute sustained wind speed (in miles per hour) with a 40%
The Pacific islands region is prone to natural hazards. FSM chance to be exceeded at least once in the next 50 years (100-year mean return period).
is located north of the equator in an area known for the 1 140 146- E 148'E 150EI 154 16- E 158- E 100E- 164 E

frequent occurrence of tropical cyclones with damaging a _

winds, rains and storm surge all year round. In the North 4 ae

Pacific region from Taiwan to the equator in latitude and -4

from Indonesia to east of Hawaii in longitude, more than 0 306
1,400 tropical cyclones with hurricane-force winds spawned
in the last 60 years, with an average of about 25 tropicalin01.53 6 02.55 10 )Pohnpei
storms per year. FSM was affected by devastating cyclones
several times in the last few decades. For example, typhoon
Mitag in 2002 caused 1 fatality, devastated food crops,
destroyed buildings and caused 150 million USD in losses, the
highest recorded amount for any cyclone in FSM. Less than
half a year later, typhoon Chata'an struck Chuuk State with
intense rain, causing floods as well as major landslides that
killed 47 and injured over 100. Figure 4 shows the levels of 048 16 Wen Yap
wind speed due to tropical cyclones that have about a 40% Kilometers

chance to be exceeded at least once in the next 50years (100-
year mean return period). These wind speeds, if they were to
occur, are capable of generating moderate to severe damage 0 0248

to buildings, infrastructure and crops with consequent large Chuuk Kilometers

econoioie rsses

Federated States of Micronesia

Most of the islands in FSM are situated in a relatively quiet Petrceived Shaklng tot Felt Weak ight Moderate Strong VeryStrong Severe Violent Extreme

Kosrae/ er

seismic area with the exception of the island of Yap, which Potential Damage note nonte toe Veryulight linht Moderate Heavy Heavy Heavy

is situated close to the Pacific "ring of fire." These tectonic Peak ACC.I%n) - <.1
7 

0.17-1.4 1.4-4.0 4.0-9 9-t7 t7-32 32-61 61-1t4 >1t14
PeakV 0l.(cm/s) <0.1

2  
0.12-t.t 1.1-3.4 3.4- 8-t t6-t 31-59 59-1t5 >1 5

plate boundaries are extremely active seismic zones capable InstrumentallItenity 1 11-111 IV V v VI l
of generating large earthquakes and, in some cases, major Scale based meonWald.Ket r9s

tsunamis that can travel great distances. While significantly Figure 5: Peak horizontal acceleration of the ground (Note: Ig is equal to the
damaging earthquakes have not been observed in recent acceleration of gravity) that has about a 40% chance to be exceeded at least once in

tenx 0 year (10-ea mea retur 125r50o15)20

times, FSM is subject to large tsunamis, as evident by the the next 50 years (00-year mean return period).
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large tsunami run-ups of 1837, 1849 and 1899, which caused
death and destruction in the Caroline Islands. Figure 5 showsE 14's 142 E 44 144 15D'E 52E 154 EE 1EIE 162 1

that the island of Yap has a 40% chance in the next 50 years
of experiencing, at least once, light to moderate levels of
ground shaking. These levels of shaking are expected to TOtasAtha AUSI

cause minor damage to well-engineered buildings. Much o 10 o5 s00 - 0 60
lower levels of shaking are expected in the other main 5 0 10 st rs

islands of FSM.

RISK ANALYSIS RESULTS
To estimate the risk profile for FSM posed by tropical cyclones
and earthquakes, a simulation model of potential storms and
earthquakes that may affect the country in the future was
constructed. This model, based on historical data, simulates
more than 400,000 tropical cyclones and about 7.6 million Wen
earthquakes, grouped in 10,000 potential realizations of the
next year's activity in the entire Pacific Basin. The catalog of
simulated earthquakes also includes large magnitude events 024 8
in South and North America, Japan and the Philippines, Ku meters
which could generate tsunamis that may affect FSM's shores. F te fs

Figure 7: Contribution from the different islands to the average annual loss for tropical
The country's earthquake and tropical cyclone risk profiles are cyclone and earthquake (ground shaking and tsunami).
derived from an estimation of the direct losses to buildings,
infrastructure assets and major crops caused by all the
simulated potential future events. The direct losses include ohnpei -

the cost of repairing or replacing the damaged assets, but
do not include other losses such as contents losses, business
interruption losses and losses to primary industries other 0 . 1 0 60
than agriculture. The direct losses for tropical cyclones are____________
caused by wind and flooding due to rain and storm surge, i'

while for earthquakes they are caused by ground shaking Kimt

and tsunami inundation. After assessing the cost of repairing
or rebuilding the damaged assets due to the impact of all the

simulated potential future events, it is possible to estimate
in a probabilistic sense the severity of losses for future

Tropicai Cycione Earthquake
Average Anneal Less = 8.0 msillion USD Average Annual Loss = 0.3 million USDlmeer

46% 0.1%

Buildings a Buildings
u Infrastructure ia lnefrastructure 02
D Cash Crops ODCash Crops Klmtr87.9% 59.3%td tte f iroei

Figure 6: Average annual loss due to tropical cyclones and earthquakes (ground
shaking and tsunami) and its contribution from the three types of assets.(gon shkgadtuam)vege nullssiiedbterpac etcstf

The simulations of possible next-year tropical cyclone and
earthquake activity show that some years will see no storms
or earthquakes affecting FSM, while other years may see
one or more events affecting the islands, similar to what has
happened historically. The annual losses averaged over the

many realizations of next-year activity are shown in Figure
6 separately for tropical cyclone and for earthquake and Iio tes
tsunami, while the contributonns to the average annual loss a way of a
from the different islands are displayed in absolute terms
in Figure 7 and normalized by the total asset values in each Feare lo Tabe 2 sars the rro ile fr
island in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows how the relative risk variess of othdirectalosss anden losses h

byp e m icaias The Lsus (osand 

= September02011

many realizations 25o-f5 netya 250vit -r 500 i ig r

6 spartey fr ropca cylon ad fr artquke nd In ddiio toesimain avra* rsk eroalnnpoiar

Kilometers 201
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Tropical Cyclone oEarthquake Ground Motion. Tsunami

U 100
10

60 - --
.28 10, which shows the mean return period of direct losses in

-40

Fue Average annual lossate for allhuae theam 15d PaifcIsadpontisosieedi
thi study

fome areone theied exenitre neede to0 repai orya replaceur

te period losses in Table 2 can also be determined from the
curves in this figure. The direct losses are expressed both in

Tee n absolute terms and as a percent of the national GDP.

~0-
,In adition to causing da nage and losses to the uilt

environment and crops, future earthquakes and tropical

cyclones will also have an impact on population. The same
probabilistic procedure described above for losses has been

Figure 9: Average annual loss for all the 15 Pacific Island Countries considered in adopted to estimate the likelihood that different levels of
this study.

casualties (i.e., fatalities and injuries) may result from the
a lfuture occurrence of these events. As shown in Table 2, our

the damaged assets while the latter are the expenditures model estimates, for example, that there is a 40% chance
that the Micronesian government may need to incur in the in the next fifty years (100 year mean return period) that
aftermath of a natural catastrophe to provide necessary one or more events in a calendar year will cause casualties
relief and conduct activities such as debris removal, setting exceeding 300 people in FSM. Events causing 600 or more
up shelters for homeless or supplying medicine and food. casualties are also possible but have much lower likelihood
The emergency losses are estimated as a percentage of the of occurring.
direct losses.

Tabl 2 nclueste lssestha ar expcte tobe eceeed,TABLE 2: Estimated Losses and Casualties Caused by Natural Perils

Tablem2dilcludesatee,lossesxtmatearehetpected to be4exceeded,

Mean Return Period AAL 50 100 250
on average, once every 50, 100, and 250 years. For example, (years)
a tropical cyclone loss exceeding 150 million USD, which is Risk Profile: Tropical Cyclone
equivalent to about 52% of FSM's GDP is to be expected, Direct Louses

on average, once every 100 years. In FSM, tropical cyclone
losses are expected to be substantially more frequent and
severe than losses due to earthquake ground shaking (% GDP) 2.8% 25.4% 52.4% 98.9%

and tsunami. The latter, however, remain potentially Emergency Losses

catastrophic events. (Million USI) 1.8 16.8 34.7 65.4

(% of total government 1.2% 10.7% 22.0% 41.5%
600 expenditures)

500 - TC+EQ Casualties 15 153 280 444
50 --- TC

. 400 --- 0 Risk Profile: Earthquake and Tsunami

300 Direct Losses

o 200 (Million USD) 0.3 0.4 4.9 22.6

5 10,_ ___ __ (% GDP) 0.1% 0.1% 1.7% 7.9%

Z ------ Emergency Losses
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1,000

MeanReturnPeriod(years) (Million D) 0.1 0.1 0.9 3.9

(% of total government 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 2.5%
200% - TC+EQ expenditures)

--- TC Casualties 1 0 3 32
--- Risk Profile: Tropical Cyclone Earthquake, and Tsunami

100% DDirect Losses

50%ce(Million tiD) 8.3 75.3 150.724
(% GDP) 2.9% 26.2% 52.4% 98.9%

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 000 900 1,000 Emergency Losses
MeanReturnPeriod(years) (Million eSr) 1.9 17.0 34.7 65.4

(% of total government 1.2% 10.8% 22.0% 41.5%
Figure 10: Direct losses caused by either tropical storms or earthquakes that are expenditures)
expected to be equaled or exceeded, on average, once in the time period indicated. Casualties 18 162 308 458
Losses represented in absolute terms and normalized by GDP.

Casualties include fatalities and injuries.
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APPLICATIONS their fiscal balance. The earthquake and tropical cyclone
The country risk profiles can support multiple applications hazard models also provide critical information for building
that benefit both public and private stakeholders. In urban codes in terms of country-specific seismic and wind loads
and development planning, planners can use the risk that buildings should be designed for to ensure adequate
profile information to identify the best location of new shelter to the population. The risk information can also help
development areas, evaluate how natural hazards may identify existing vulnerable areas and communities located
shape their development, and to assess whetherthe benefits in or adjacent to these areas. This information can assist in
of reducing the risk of natural events justify the costs of supporting more targeted intervention in community-based
implementing the risk mitigating measures. In addition, disaster risk management and climate change adaptation
the risk profiles can inform the development of disaster actions. In the occurrence of a natural disaster the database
risk financing and insurance solutions and ex ante budget also provides extremely useful baseline data and information
planning options to increase the financial resilience of the for conducting timely and effective post-disaster damage
countries against natural disasters while maintaining assessments.
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For information please visit
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